INTRODUCTION {#s1}
============

Over the last few years, the process of crop domestication has become of increasing interest among plant scientists, with quantitative trait locus (QTL) analysis and gene cloning providing the new tools to address better those questions related to the origins and duration of domestication and the identification of the genetics and molecular basis of domestication ([@MCM151C19]; [@MCM151C18]). However, crop domestication not only represents a milestone in the history of human beings and a unique model for the study of evolutionary processes, but recent studies have clearly indicated that the use of wild relatives can have a tremendous impact on crop improvement ([@MCM151C50]; [@MCM151C34]). For example, in tomato, the use of wild relatives has been shown to increase production by about 50 % compared with modern cultivars ([@MCM151C21]). In the common bean (*Phaseolus vulgaris* L.), preliminary studies also show the potential to improve the yield of domesticated beans through genetic diversity from wild beans ([@MCM151C47]; [@MCM151C27]; [@MCM151C7]).

The main reason for these accomplishments is the introduction of novel diversity that was not included during the domestication process, because of the reduction in diversity imposed by founder effects and selection at target loci. Not only have useful variants been fixed into the original domesticated pools, but additional genes that may be useful for plant breeding have lost their diversity through genetic drift. Whereas gene flow after domestication may have partially restored the diversity included in the domesticated pools ([@MCM151C25]), selection by farmers for key traits of domestication, facilitated by the recessive nature of most of the domesticated alleles, has probably affected linked regions of the genome. The reduction of genetic diversity has also been more drastic for crops that had evolved as a different species from their respective wild progenitor(s) (e.g. *Triticum aestivum* and *Solanum lycopersicon*). These effects should be particularly strong in autogamous species that have restricted effective recombination, as compared with allogamous species, and because autogamous species present a higher population structure that has probably enhanced the domestication bottleneck.

There are several problems associated with the introduction of exotic germplasm, such as the dominance of most wild alleles at domestication loci, the occurrence of deleterious traits that tend to mask useful variants, the presence of various levels of incompatibility between domesticated crops and their wild relatives, the need to develop an efficient identification system for the most promising wild genotypes to build segregating populations and the high segregation distortion that limits the amount of introgression from the wild source ([@MCM151C50]). Thus, to exploit better the genetic diversity present in the wild relatives of a crop, a knowledge of the location of genes involved in the domestication syndrome and the proportion of the genome affected by domestication appears to be crucial. As has been shown in *P. vulgaris*, the regions linked to the domestication loci have probably been less exploited historically by farmers and breeders, and they are those where the highest diversity of the wild relatives is located ([@MCM151C44]).

Because of the combined effects of selection and recombination, it is potentially possible to detect the signature of selection from variant patterns of allelic frequencies, as compared with neutral expectation (Cavalli Sforza, 1966; [@MCM151C30]). [@MCM151C30] were the first to propose the use of population divergence estimator-based methods (e.g. *F*~ST~) to identify loci putatively under the effect of selection. Although their work has been highly criticized and was later abandoned, more recently it has been revised and re-evaluated as a promising tool for the identification of loci involved in the genetic control of adaptive phenotypic variants (for a review, see [@MCM151C3]). Several methods have been proposed for such an approach, which are based not only on divergence, such as *F*~ST~, but also on diversity estimators (e.g. heterozygosity; for reviews, see [@MCM151C39]; [@MCM151C49]). These approaches that have recently been referred to as 'population genomics' have great potential for the detection of QTLs for adaptive traits, with a better resolution than conventional QTL analysis and without the need for *a priori* knowledge of the phenotypic trait or the candidate gene that may be responsible for the adaptive response.

DNA pools are an efficient way to pre-screen a large number of markers. This approach has been used in genome association studies between molecular markers \[restriction fragment length polymorphisms (RFLPs) and single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs)\] and loci controlling human disease ([@MCM151C1]; [@MCM151C22]; [@MCM151C10]), and to analyse pools of genotypes (bulks) showing a divergent phenotype in segregant populations \[bulk segregant analysis (BSA); [@MCM151C36]\]. This approach could thus also be useful in population genomics-based studies.

The common bean (*P. vulgaris*) has been domesticated independently in Mesoamerica and in the Andes ([@MCM151C17]). The process of its domestication has been studied in detail and the major domestication traits have been mapped ([@MCM151C28]). Papa *et al.* (2005) recently showed that genes for domestication are located in regions of high divergence between wild and domesticated *P. vulgaris*, demonstrating that for the common bean, a genome scan for the signature of domestication is a promising approach.

The main objectives of this study were to: (*a*) determine the effects of selection on the structure of genetic diversity in wild and domesticated *P. vulgari*s from Mexico; (*b*) identify the loci under selection and evaluate the potential for population genomics combined with the use of DNA pools to identify QTLs in the common bean; and (*c*) using DNA pools, develop molecular markers that tag genomic regions harbouring domestication genes in *P. vulgaris*.

MATERIALS AND METHODS {#s2}
=====================

Plant material {#s2a}
--------------

A subset of 38 genotypes was used that had been studied previously by [@MCM151C43] and which includes 19 wild and 19 domesticated *P. vulgaris* L. individual plants collected during an expedition to the Mexican states of Chiapas, Oaxaca, Puebla and Jalisco, from sites where the two forms are present at different degrees of sympatry ([Table 1](#MCM151TB1){ref-type="table"}). For these genotypes, genetic diversity data obtained with four amplified fragment length polymorphism (AFLP) primer combinations ([@MCM151C43]) were also used.

###### 

Wild (W) and domesticated (D) accessions of *P. vulgaris* from Mexico used for AFLP analysis (see also [@MCM151C43])

  Accession no.    Accession name   Bulk   Form    State    Altitude (m a.s.l.)      Seed colour
  --------------- ---------------- ------ ------ --------- --------------------- --------------------
  122                  CHWI6        WCH1    W     Chiapas          1200                 Agouti
  128                  CHWI12       WCH1    W     Chiapas          1200                 Agouti
  282                 CHWETE2       WCH1    W     Chiapas       1200--1050              Agouti
  284                 CHWETE10      WCH2    W     Chiapas       1200--1050              Black
  290                 CHWETE31      WCH2    W     Chiapas       1200--1050              White
  292                 CHWETE35      WCH2    W     Chiapas       1200--1050              Agouti
  300                 CHWERD7       WCH3    W     Chiapas       1200--1050              Agouti
  309                  CHWES2       WCH3    W     Chiapas       1200--1050              Agouti
  315                  CHWES8       WCH3    W     Chiapas       1200--1050              Agouti
  145                  JADW2        WJA1    W     Jalisco          1740                 Brown
  148                  JADW5        WJA1    W     Jalisco          1740                 Agouti
  152                  JADW11       WJA1    W     Jalisco          1740                 Brown
  155                  JADW56       WJA2    W     Jalisco          1740                 White
  156                  JADW45       WJA2    W     Jalisco          1740                 Agouti
  255                   OXW5        WOX1    W     Oaxaca       Not available         Agouti/brown
  259                   OXW9        WOX1    W     Oaxaca       Not available         White/brown
  262                  OXW12        WOX1    W     Oaxaca       Not available        Agouti/violet
  183                   PUW7        WPU1    W     Puebla           1280                 Agouti
  190                  PUW20        WPU1    W     Puebla           1280                 Agouti
  71                   CHCEE3       DCH1    D     Chiapas       1200--1050              Black
  82                  CHCEE34       DCH1    D     Chiapas       1200--1050               Pink
  113                  CHCI30       DCH1    D     Chiapas          1200                 Black
  116                  CHCI44       DCH2    D     Chiapas          1200                 Black
  332                 CHCES10       DCH2    D     Chiapas       1200--1050               Pink
  337                 CHCES30       DCH2    D     Chiapas       1200--1050               Pink
  93                   CHCF12       DCH3    D     Chiapas          1650             'Ojo de cabra'
  96                   CHCF16       DCH3    D     Chiapas          1650             'Ojo de cabra'
  100                  CHCD13       DCH3    D     Chiapas          1450                  Pink
  170                JADC5(47)      DJA1    D     Jalisco          1740           'Flor de castilla'
  171                  JADC2        DJA1    D     Jalisco          1740                 Yellow
  172                JADC3(45)      DJA1    D     Jalisco          1740                 White
  174                  JADC1        DJA2    D     Jalisco          1740                 Yellow
  177                JADC8(11)      DJA2    D     Jalisco          1740                 White
  251                   OXC1        DOX1    D     Oaxaca       Not available            Black
  261                  OXC11        DOX1    D     Oaxaca       Not available            Black
  268                  OXC18        DOX1    D     Oaxaca       Not available            Black
  191                  PUC21        DPU1    D     Puebla           1280                 Brown
  192                  PUC22        DPU1    D     Puebla           1280                 Brown

AFLP analysis {#s2b}
-------------

A total of 141 AFLP primer combinations involving 14 *Eco*RI and 48 *Mse*I primers were used, following the protocols described by [@MCM151C55], with minor modifications. For restriction--ligation, total genomic DNA (250 ng) was restricted with *Eco*RI (5′-GAATTC-3′) and *Mse*I (5′-TTAA-3′) by incubation at 37 °C for 3 h. The digested products were ligated to *Eco*RI (5′-CTCGTAGACTGCGTACC-3′ and 3′-CTGACGCATGGTTAA-5′) and *Mse*I (5′-GACGATGAGTCCTGAG-3′ and 3′-TACTCAGGACTCAT-5′) adaptors at 37 °C for 2·5 h. For pre-selective amplification, DNA from the restriction--ligation reactions was diluted 8-fold prior to amplification with the primers (*Eco*RI, 5′-GACTGCGTACCAATTC-3′; *Mse*I, 5′-GATGAGTCCTGAGTAA-3′) with a single selective nucleotide (i.e. *Eco*RI + N and *Mse*I + N). For selective amplification, the pre-selective amplification products were diluted 1:11 and used as templates for the second amplification. Cy5-labelled *Eco*RI primers were used for the last selective PCR, and the AFLP fragments were separated by 6 % polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis for 2 h at 50 W constant power, using a Genomix system (Beckman, CA, USA).

Data were scored visually for all of the gels and recorded as the presence or absence of the same co-migrating AFLP fragment.

Pooling strategy {#s2c}
----------------

To analyse a large number of markers, screening was based on pooled DNA samples (bulk DNA or bulks). Using AFLP, the DNA of 14 bulks of genotypes representing wild and domesticated subpopulations of *P. vulgaris* from Mexico (Mesoamerica) were analysed. Each bulk represents a different subpopulation and was obtained by pooling the first AFLP amplification products ([@MCM151C55]) of two or three different individuals. For the analysis of the bulks, 2 µL of the selective amplification from each individual genotype were pooled, as preliminary analysis showed that the pooling of pre-selection amplifications was not affected by differences in the DNA concentrations of the samples, compared with pooling genomic DNA or restriction ligations (data not shown). Preliminary observations also showed that in the bulk analysis the occurrence of a given AFLP fragment present in only one of the pooled genotypes was not always visible when more than three genotypes were pooled together (data not shown). The choice was therefore made to pool no more than three sgenotypes. Thus, when a given AFLP fragment was absent in a given bulk, it was considered to be absent in all three of the genotypes making up the same bulk, while when it was present, the band could arise from one or more individuals of the bulk. No attempt was made to relate the intensity of the AFLP band to its frequency in the bulk after preliminary testing.

The genotypes were pooled in 14 bulks (seven wild and seven domesticated) from the same populations ([Table 1](#MCM151TB1){ref-type="table"}). The bulks were constructed to maximize the similarities between individuals within each bulk and to minimize differences in the average similarities between wild and domesticated samples. Indeed, by using AFLP data from four primer combinations obtained from individual genotypes ([@MCM151C43]), the similarities within bulks were 85·0 % for the wild and 87·8 % for the domesticated samples (data not shown). This compares with 67 and 76 %, respectively, from the same data, for within-bulks similarities if the bulks had been built by random sampling of the genotypes. Thus, compared with random sampling of genotypes for bulk construction, this approach increased the probability of sampling the same allele from individuals of the same bulk and made homogeneous the same probability between the wild and domesticated forms.

Individual genotype analysis {#s2d}
----------------------------

After the screening of the bulks, all of the 38 genotypes were analysed individually, using 10 AFLP primer combinations that showed diagnostic fragments. Thus, along with the information from [@MCM151C43], the AFLP analysis on individual genotypes was based on 14 primer combinations, which produced a total of 250 polymorphic fragments.

Allelic frequencies and population parameters inferred from the bulk frequencies, and their validation {#s2e}
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

To exploit better the information contained in the data set, the frequencies of the AFLP markers in the two samples of wild and domesticated genotypes were estimated from all the eight combinations of presence vs. absence observed in seven bulks (from zero to seven bulks with the presence of the band). Allelic frequencies were estimated assuming complete homozygosity, because *P. vulgaris* has a predominantly autogamous behaviour (\>98 % autogamy in most studies, e.g. [@MCM151C24]) and a strong population structure (e.g. high *F*~ST~; [@MCM151C43]), which reduce the heterozygosity in a sub-population through random genetic drift. Because the distribution of allelic frequencies is a characteristic of the markers and populations used ([@MCM151C14]), approaches based on the expectation of their uniform distribution could be misleading. Indeed, real frequencies were first inferred using maximum likelihood approaches, but, as expected, a good fit with the observed data was not obtained because frequencies were skewed towards extreme values (data not shown). Thus, the observed frequencies were estimated by using the data from individual genotypes for 250 AFLPs obtained with the 14 primer combinations. AFLP markers were grouped by their eight possible combinations of presence or absence of the AFLP fragment (from zero to seven) in the wild and domesticated samples. For each combination, the average frequencies obtained for the same markers were then calculated for all of the 19 wild and 19 domesticated genotypes analysed individually. This approach was first conducted separately for the wild and domesticated samples, but eventually an average estimation of the AFLP frequencies of each bulk combination for both samples was made because the estimated frequencies were almost equal for every bulk combination in the two samples. Similarly, the data from [@MCM151C43] and those originating from the analysis of the AFLP primer combinations that presented diagnostic markers between wild and domesticated forms were also evaluated separately. Because of the very high correlations between the two estimates, the data were used conservatively based on the individual genotypes of both wild and domesticated samples to estimate the average frequencies of the eight different bulk frequencies (from zero to seven).

The approach was validated with 50 re-samplings. Each time, half of the 250 markers were randomly selected, making two equally numerous but independent groups of markers. At each re-sampling cycle, the first group was used to calculate the average AFLP frequencies for all the eight combinations of bulks (from zero to seven). Then, the observed frequencies, computed on individuals from the second sample, were used to compare this with the estimated frequencies obtained using the average values of the first group of markers.

Genetic structure and outlier detection {#s2f}
---------------------------------------

Data were analysed assuming a haploid genome (i.e. complete homozygosity) because of the predominantly selfing mating system of *P. vulgaris. F*~ST~ ([@MCM151C57]) was calculated as described by [@MCM151C56] for haploid populations and genetic diversity was calculated as unbiased heterozygosity ([@MCM151C38]). An *ad hoc* statistic (Δ*H*) was also used to measure the loss of diversity in domesticated populations as proposed by [@MCM151C53]: Δ*H* = 1 − (*H*~D~/*H*~W~), where *H*~D~ and *H*~W~ are the genetic diversity in domesticated and wild common bean, respectively. To detect the effects of selection, the approach used was that proposed by [@MCM151C5], further developed by [@MCM151C4], and implemented in the FDIST2 software (<http://www.rubic.rdg.ac.uk/~mab/software.html>). This approach is based on the infinite island model, but it has been shown to be quite robust in different demographic scenarios ([@MCM151C4]). The method is usually based on the observed weighted *F*~ST~ that originates from all of the markers. By coalescence simulation, the expected neutral distribution of *F*~ST~ conditioned on heterozygosity is then obtained. A new *F*~ST~ is then calculated by excluding all of the loci showing departure from the simulated expected neutral distribution. To determine the putative neutral *F*~ST~, this process is iterated until no further locus falls outside the expected distribution. In the present case, considering the high number of markers, in each test of neutrality, a significance *P* value of 0·01 was used to avoid the risk of underestimating the 'real' *F*~ST~ value and, thus, an overestimation of the effects of selection. On the other hand, this may increase the risk of overestimating the number of loci that undergo homogeneous selection between populations which will show a lower *F*~ST~ than expected. Loci subjected to homogeneous selection between populations have also been observed to be hardly detectable with this method ([@MCM151C4]). However, interest here was focused on the loci that are differentially selected between the wild and domesticated forms (showing a higher *F*~ST~ than expected). Therefore, even if markers showing an *F*~ST~ lower than that expected were eliminated during the iterative process, they were not taken into account as putative outliers, but they were considered as putative neutral loci (PN). Comparisons between the expected *F*~ST~ neutral distribution and the observed *F*~ST~ estimates allowed the detection of outliers that were potentially under heterogeneous selection between wild and domesticated populations. The same expected neutral distribution as compared with that of the *F*~ST~ estimates from the bulks was then used to detect the frequency of outlier loci.

The data set from the individual genotypes was first used to determine the expected neutral value of *F*~ST~, using a *P* value of 0·01, and to detect the outlier loci from the same data set. Then, the same *F*~ST~ was used to estimate the departure from neutral expectation for all of the other markers for which inferred frequencies were used for the bulk analysis. Thus, for bulks, the iterative procedures of FDIST2 was not used, but instead the putative neutral *F*~ST~ derived from the analysis of individual genotype data was used. The data from the individual genotypes were then divided into three groups: putatively neutral (PN; *P* \> 0·05, also including markers with a significantly lower *F*~ST~ compared with the null distribution) and putatively under selection at *P* \< 0·05 (PS~0·05~) and at *P* \< 0·01 (PS~0·01~).

AFLP mapping {#s2g}
------------

A critical point of all methods that try to detect a signature of selection using both diversity and divergence methods is the risk of false positives. A validation of the approach is therefore usually recommended ([@MCM151C49]). For this purpose, the map localization of the loci was compared with previously known genes or QTLs for domestication. In the present case, many genes and QTLs relating to the genetic control of the set of traits selected during the domestication process have been localized in the common bean core map ([@MCM151C28]; [@MCM151C16]). Thus it can be expected that many of the loci under selection could be linked to those genes and QTLs, as was also seen by [@MCM151C44]. To map the AFLP fragments obtained from individual genotype analyses, a set of 61 recombinant inbred lines (RILs) mapping the BAT93 × Jalo EEP558 (BJ) population was used to locate those markers in the core map of *P. vulgaris* that was developed by [@MCM151C16]. The map location was calculated using the framework markers (mainly RFLPs) used to develop the core map ([@MCM151C16]) employing the Mapmaker/EXP version 3·0 software, following standard procedures ([@MCM151C16]; [@MCM151C44]). The core map also included markers used by [@MCM151C28] to map the gene and QTLs involved in the process of domestication in the common bean in the RILs population derived by crossing a domesticated Andean (MIDAS) and a wild Mesoamerican genotype (G12873).

Phylogeny {#s2h}
---------

For each data set, 1000 bootstrapped simple matching distances were generated to construct a neighbour-joining consensus tree condensed to 50 % of the bootstrap support using the Mega 3·1 software ([@MCM151C29]; <http://www.megasoftware.net/>).

RESULTS {#s3}
=======

Bulk screening {#s3a}
--------------

A total of 3619 fragments were identified using 141 primer combinations in the 14 DNA bulks analysed. An average of 26 fragments per primer combination was seen, with 3312 fragments in the wild and 3048 in the domesticated bulks. The number of polymorphic markers was 2509 (69 %), with an average of 18 polymorphic markers per primer combination. Considering that the size of the bean genome is about 600 Mb ([@MCM151C2]; [@MCM151C6]; [@MCM151C9]), a genome-wide average density of about one polymorphic AFLP every 250 kb was obtained. The percentage of polymorphic markers was 75 % in the wild and 62 % in the domesticated bulks. Among the polymorphic markers, 878 (34 %) were private: 571 were present only in the wild and 307 only in the domesticated bulks. Finally, among the private markers, 58 were diagnostic (private and fixed in one of the samples), of which 27 diagnostic fragments were present only in the wild and 31 only in the domesticated samples.

The frequency of diagnostic fragments observed in the sample was tested using all possible permutations by randomly re-labelling each bulk sample as domesticated or wild. All of the combinations of bulks in the two groups of seven have been tested for the presence vs. absence of a diagnostic fragment, to verify the probability of obtaining the observed values just by chance. The permutations showed that 58 or a comparable number of diagnostic fragments could only be detected when the real wild and domesticated samples were contrasted. In all other cases, the number of diagnostic fragments ranged from zero to a maximum of nine. For the overall permutations, a mean frequency of 0·15 diagnostic fragments was seen, with 98 % of the permutations showing a maximum value of one diagnostic fragment.

Analysis based on individual genotypes {#s3b}
--------------------------------------

The AFLP data from 14 primer combinations were first analysed. This set consisted of 250 polymorphic AFLPs, about 10 % of all of the markers analysed using the pooled DNA samples. An FDIST2 analysis was started from the mean estimated *F*~ST~ (0·41), using all of the markers. Thus *F*~ST~ = 0·41 was used as the input for the first step of the iterative process of FDIST2, using 100 000 simulations for each step. After three iterative processes that excluded at each step all of the markers departing from a neutral expectation at *P* \< 0·01, no more outliers at *F*~ST~ = 0·14 were found. A final run was then performed using all the 250 markers assuming *F*~ST~ = 0·14 and using 1 000 s000 simulations. Three subsets of data were constructed: the first with 155 PN AFLPs (with 145 markers falling within the expected distribution at *P* \< 0·05 and 10 with a significantly lower *F*~ST~ than expected) and the second and the third with markers putatively under selection at *P* \< 0·05 (PS~0·05~) and *P* \< 0·01 (PS~0·01~), consisting of 95 and 76 AFLPs, respectively.

Diversity {#s3c}
---------

In [Fig. 1](#MCM151F1){ref-type="fig"}, genetic diversity (*H*) and the reduction in diversity between wild and domesticated (Δ*H*) are shown for the three subsets of markers. The genetic diversity is significantly lower (*P* \< 0·01, Wilcoxson, non-parametric test) in both wild and domesticated types for PS~0·05~ and PS~0·01~ markers compared with PN markers. However, this pattern appears to be more drastic in the domesticated types, as the reduction in diversity observed is almost doubled for PS~0·01~ and PS~0·05~ compared with PN markers.

![Individual genotype analysis: genetic diversity (*H*) in wild (open bars) and domesticated (shaded bars) populations using putatively neutral AFLPs (PN) and those putatively under selection *P* \< 0·05 (PS~0·05~) and *P* \< 0·01 (PS~0·01~). The reductions in genetic diversity (Δ*H*) are also shown (open triangles).](mcm15101){#MCM151F1}

Phylogenetic analysis {#s3d}
---------------------

In [Fig. 2](#MCM151F2){ref-type="fig"}, the neighbour-joining trees obtained using the PN ([Fig. 2](#MCM151F2){ref-type="fig"}A) and PS~0·01~ ([Fig. 2](#MCM151F2){ref-type="fig"}B) AFLPs are shown. For the PS~0·01~ markers, a clear and highly significant separation of wild and domesticated genotypes into separate clades is seen, in contrast to the PN markers, where the wild and domesticated populations do not group into separate clusters. Nevertheless, for PN markers, the populations do tend to group in some cases by geographic origin, as can be seen easily for the Chiapas samples, which form a group of wild and domesticated forms separate from all the other accessions ([Fig. 2](#MCM151F2){ref-type="fig"}A). The results using PS~0·05~ are not shown because they were almost identical to those of PS~0·01~.

![Neighbour-joining consensus tree (condensed at \< 50 % bootstrap support) among individual genotypes using 1000 bootstrap re-samplings for PN and PS~0·01~ markers.](mcm15102){#MCM151F2}

Mapping markers {#s3e}
---------------

The loci putatively influenced by selection were validated by determining the proportion of putative outliers that mapped close to genes and QTLs of the domestication syndrome, as defined by [@MCM151C44]. Markers were located on the core map, and linkage distances between AFLP markers and QTLs were calculated to the adjacent markers with the highest LOD score and then classified as: D, linked to domestication loci (cM \< 30); ND, linked to QTLs or genes not related to the domestication process (cM \< 30); or UN, not linked to any identified genes or QTLs (cM \> 30). A ± 30 cM interval was used for the classification of AFLPs for the following reasons: (*a*) because the effects of selection may extend over large distances in the presence of linkage; (*b*) because the confidence interval of a QTL may be very large (Darvasi *et al.*, 1993); and (*c*) for consistency with [@MCM151C44].

Overall, 70 AFLPs from the 250 used in individual genotypes could be mapped: 30 D, 10 ND and 30 UN. Among the mapped markers that are putatively under the effects of selection (29 PS~0·05~ and 23 PS~0·01~), most of them were D markers, linked to genes or QTLs related to the domestication syndrome ([Fig. 3](#MCM151F3){ref-type="fig"}). The frequency of D markers was significantly higher for PS~0·01~ compared with PN. Indeed, while 65 % (*n* = 15) of the 23 PS~0·01~ were D markers, only 32 % (*n* = 15) of the PN markers were linked to QTLs related to the domestication syndrome (Pearson, χ^2^ = 7·0, *P* = 0·008). Also for PS~0·05~, the frequency of D markers (55 %; *n* = 16) was higher than for PN markers (*n* = 14; 34 %) but this difference was not statistically significant (Pearson χ^2^ = 3·1, *P* = 0·08).

![Molecular linkage map of the common bean. To the right of each linkage group, the black symbols indicate the PS~0·01~ outliers detected with FDIST2 (*P* \< 0·01) and the grey symbols indicate the PN markers, mapped in the BAT93 × Jalo EEP558 population. AFLPs are classified as D (circle), ND (diamond) and UN (triangle). The mapped domestication genes and QTLs are in rectangles and other traits are in ovals. Genetic distances are in cM map units. QTLs or major genes: *CBB*, common bacterial blight resistance; *Co-9*, anthracnose resistance; DF, days to flowering; DM, days to maturity; DO, dormancy; *fin*, determinacy; *G*, *Gy*, *C*, seed colour; HI, harvest index; L5, length of the fifth internode; NM, number of nodes on the main stem; NN, rhizobium nodule number; NP, number of pods; PD, photoperiod sensitivity; PL, pod length; *Ppd*, photoperiod sensitivity; *St*, pod suture fibres; SW~DOM~, seed weight, identified in a cross with wild bean; SW~ND~, seed weight, identified in a cross between cultivars; *V*, flower and seed colour. To the left previously mapped framework markers ([@MCM151C16]), (\*) AFLP markers mapped by [@MCM151C44] and, in bold, AFLP markers polymorphic in this study are indicated.](mcm15103){#MCM151F3}

Using a non-parametric test (Wilcoxon, rank sums), the average distances of PS~0·01~ and PN from QTLs or genes of the domestication syndrome were then compared (considering for each AFLP marker the closest domestication QTL or gene). This analysis was performed using (*a*) all markers (100 cM distance was used for all markers located in linkage groups where no domestication loci and QTLs were mapped: B5, B9 and B10); and (*b*) only markers located in chromosomes where genes and QTLs related to domestication have been detected. Considering all of the markers, the average minimum distance from QTLs of the domestication syndrome was significantly (*P* \< 0·009) higher for PN (58·4 cM) compared with PS~0·01~ (34·4 cM). A greater distance was also found for PN markers (30·2 cM) compared with PS~0·01~ (18·8 cM) (*P* \< 0·02) when only the markers located in the chromosome where domestication loci have been mapped were used. For PS~0·05~, the differences from PN were not significant (data not shown).

Finally, [Fig. 4](#MCM151F4){ref-type="fig"} shows the reduction of the frequency of PS~0·01~ at increasing distances between the markers and the domestication QTLs by comparing the frequency of PS~0·01~ in different groups of markers that were classified according to their distances to domestication QTLs. Five distance classes were considered ([Fig. 4](#MCM151F4){ref-type="fig"}): ≤ 5 cM (average distance 3·1 cM, nine markers), \> 5 and ≤ 15 cM (average distance 10·0 cM, 11 markers), \> 15 and ≤ 30 cM (average distance 22·6 cM, 11 markers), \> 30 cM (average distance 53·0 cM, 15 markers) and markers located in linkage groups where no domestication QTLs or genes have been detected (class *100*, 24 markers). Overall, the different frequencies of PS~0·01~ seen among the distance classes ([Fig. 4](#MCM151F4){ref-type="fig"}) were found to be significant (Pearson, χ^2^ = 11·9; *P* = 0·018; contingency table: 5 × 2, five distance classes and two classes of markers, PS~0·01~ and PN). For the class of markers showing the smallest average distance from domestication loci (3·1 cM), the frequency of PS~0·01~ was 0·78, significantly higher (with the only exception of class 10·0 cM) than all of the other classes, which ranged from 0·27 to 0·20 (class 22·6 cM, *P* \< 0·025; class 53 cM, *P* \< 0·005; and class 100 cM, *P* \< 0·0025). Class 10·0 cM presented an intermediate value (0·45 %) that was not significantly different from all of the other classes. For PS~0·05~, the overall test was not significant, and only the comparisons between class 3·1 cM, class 53 cM and class *100* were significant (data not shown).

![Reduction in the frequency of PS~0·01~ at increasing distances between the markers and the domestication QTLs. Five distance classes were considered: ≤ 5 cM (average distance 3·1 cM, class 3·1), \> 5 and ≤ 15 cM (average distance 10·0 cM, class 10·0), \> 15 and ≤ 30 cM (average distance 22·6 cM, class 22·6), \> 30 cM (average distance 53·0 cM, class 53·0), and markers located in linkage groups where no domestication QTL or gene have been detected (class *100*).](mcm15104){#MCM151F4}

Estimations of allelic frequencies and population parameters {#s3f}
------------------------------------------------------------

A total of 250 AFLP markers that were screened both in the bulks and in the individual genotypes were used to estimate the average frequencies for the eight combinations of presence vs. absence among the seven bulks. Then, using observed and estimated frequencies, the heterozygosity and the *F*~ST~ was calculated for each marker. Figure [5](#MCM151F5){ref-type="fig"} shows the agreement between the frequency calculated among individuals and those calculated in the bulks, whereas [Fig. 6](#MCM151F6){ref-type="fig"} shows the agreement for the *F*~ST~ values. The agreement between the bulk and individual frequency estimates shows a substantial absence of bias: the slope of regression between the two series of values was 1·0 and the intercept was 0·0, with an *R*^2^ of 0·93. For *F*~ST~ and *H*, the agreement was also high: for *F*~ST~, the slope was 0·91 and the intercept 0·06, with *R*^2^ = 0·80; for *H*, the slope was 0·972 and the intercept was --0·008, with an *R*^2^ = 0·79. This approach of estimating allelic frequencies was validated by 50 re-samplings of two sets of independent markers (see Materials and Methods). The agreement between estimates from bulk and individuals was high: the slope of regression between the two series of values was 0·99 and the intercept was 0·00, with an *R*^2^ of 0·93.

![Relationship between frequencies estimated from bulks and observed frequencies from individuals. The number of petals in the 'sunflower dots' is the number of overlapping points. The dashed line represents perfect correspondence, while the solid line represents the actual regression line. In this graph, the two lines overlap (see text).](mcm15105){#MCM151F5}

![Relationship between *F*~ST~ estimated from bulks and real *F*~ST~ estimated from individuals. The number of petals in the 'sunflower dots' is the number of overlapping points. The dashed lines represent perfect correspondence, while the solid lines represent the actual regression line (see text).](mcm15106){#MCM151F6}

Analysis based on inferred frequencies from the bulk data {#s3g}
---------------------------------------------------------

The diversity (*H*) and divergence (*F*~ST~) between wild and domesticated populations were estimated using the inferred frequencies from the 2506 AFLPs evaluated using pooled DNA. Using all of the markers, the weighted average for *F*~ST~ was 0·29, and for *H*, 0·30 for the wild, and 0·25 for the domesticated sample, with a resulting loss of diversity (Δ*H*) of 0·16 ([Table 2](#MCM151TB2){ref-type="table"}). Using FDIST2 (assuming a neutral *F*~ST~ of 0·14 and *P* \< 0·05), the number of markers showing a higher *F*~ST~ compared with the neutral expectation was 470, corresponding to 19 % of all of the markers, and 404 with *P* \< 0·01, corresponding to 16 % of all of the markers. Considering that the genome of the common bean is about 600 Mb, and assuming a uniform distribution of the markers over the genome, these results would correspond to average values of 114 Mb (*P* \< 0·05), 97 Mb (*P* \< 0·01) and 43 Mb (Bonferroni, *P* \< 0·05).

###### 

Diversity (*H*~W~ wild; *H*~D~ domesticated) and divergence (average weighted *F*~ST~) estimated by putatively neutral AFLPs (PN) and putatively under selection for *P* \< 0·05 (PS~0·05~) and *P* \< 0·01 (PS~0·01~).

             No.     *F*~ST~   *H*~W~   *H*~D~   Δ*H*
  ---------- ------- --------- -------- -------- ------
  All        2,506   0·29      0·30     0·25     0·16
  PN         2,036   0·12      0·31     0·27     0·14
  PS~0·05~   470     0·65      0·28     0·20     0·29
  PS~0·01~   404     0·68      0·26     0·18     0·32

In [Fig. 7](#MCM151F7){ref-type="fig"}, the neutral distribution of *F*~ST~ originating from 1 000 000 simulations using FDIST2 was compared with the observed distribution using inferred frequencies from DNA pools. In our materials, an excess of markers was observed that have a high *F*~ST~ compared with the expected neutral distribution. The maximum value of the ratio of observed over expected neutral *F*~ST~ was 7500 for the class *F*~ST~ \> 0·9.

![Expected neutral distribution of *F*~ST~ after 1 000 000 simulations assuming an average *F*~ST~ = 0·14 (filled bars) and an *F*~ST~ derived from AFLP frequencies inferred from bulk data (open bars).](mcm15107){#MCM151F7}

Using the *P* \< 0·05 and the *P* \< 0·01 thresholds, the data set was then split into three groups of markers: one of PN markers and two putatively under selection (PS~0·05~ and PS~0·01~). The results obtained with inferred frequencies from the bulks were then compared with the individual genotype data for the 250 markers for which both sets of information were available. Using the individual genotype data, 155 PN, 95 PS~0·05~ and 76 PS~0·01~ markers were obtained, while using the frequencies inferred from the bulks, 163 PN, 87 PS~0·05~ and 66 PS~0·01~ markers were obtained. Thus using the inferred frequencies, the numbers of markers subject to the effect of selection were underestimated, from 8·4 % for PS~0·05~ to 13·2 % for PS~0·01~. This indicates that with the inferred frequencies from the bulks, detection of the effects of selection was more conservative.

[Table 2](#MCM151TB2){ref-type="table"} shows the *H*, Δ*H* and *F*~ST~ estimates for the PN and PS markers. The average weighted *F*~ST~ for the PS~0·05~ markers was 0·65, for the PS~0·01~, 0·68, while for the PN markers it was 0·12. The wild samples showed a significantly higher level of diversity for all types of markers and for both the wild and domesticated types, *H* was lower for the PS compared with the PN markers; however, the reduction in diversity was higher for the PS (PS~0·05~ Δ*H* = 0·29; PS~0·01~ Δ*H* = 0·32) than for the PN (Δ*H* = 0·14) markers.

Figure [8](#MCM151F8){ref-type="fig"} shows the neighbour-joining trees obtained using the PN ([Fig. 8](#MCM151F8){ref-type="fig"}A) and PS~0·01~ ([Fig. 8](#MCM151F8){ref-type="fig"}B) AFLPs. As shown for the individual genotypes, two distinct groups were seen for the PS~0·01~ markers that correspond to the wild and domesticated forms. For the PN markers, the wild and domesticated bulks did not separate into distinct clusters. The results using the PS~0·05~ are not shown because they were almost identical to those of the PS~0·01~.

![Neighbour-joining consensus tree (condensed at \< 50 % bootstrap support) among bulks using 1000 bootstrap re-samplings for PN and PS~0·01~ markers.](mcm15108){#MCM151F8}

DISCUSSION {#s4}
==========

Statistical approaches {#s4a}
----------------------

The statistical approaches and the assumptions used in the present study raise the following questions.

(*a*) Was the method used to infer allelic frequencies from pooled DNA robust enough to support the inference on observed allelic frequencies? An empirical approach was used to estimate the allelic frequencies from the bulk data, based on the average frequencies of the eight possible combinations of presence and absence of AFLP fragments, analysed in individual genotypes and obtained from 250 AFLPs (about 10 % of the number of markers used for the bulk analysis). The data, shown in [Fig. 5](#MCM151F5){ref-type="fig"}, and the validation with re-sampling of an independent set of markers, indicate that the frequencies were highly correlated between the observed and estimated results, even if the tendency for *F*~ST~ was to underestimate slightly the level of divergence at high values ([Fig. 6](#MCM151F6){ref-type="fig"}).

(*b*) Would the error rate made by inferring allelic frequencies using the bulks be small enough in combination with the method for the detection of outlier loci? The answer to this question can be obtained by a comparison between the number of markers identified as being putatively under selection based on the observed and inferred frequencies. When the results of the analysis conducted between individual genotypes and bulks (using the same set of 250 markers), both for PS~0·05~ and PS~0·01~, are compared, the inferred frequencies from the bulks underestimate the number of loci under selection by a similar amount (8 % for PS~0·05~ and 13 % for PS~0·01~). This is probably due to the underestimation of *F*~ST~ using inferred frequencies from the bulk data shown in [Fig. 6](#MCM151F6){ref-type="fig"}. Thus, even in this case, the only apparent effect of using inferred frequencies from the bulks was an underestimation of the outliers. Using the estimated error (13 %) to correct the fraction of the PS~0·01~ markers, 18 % PS~0·01~ would have been obtained, instead of 16 %.

(*c*) Was the population divergence method used to detect the loci under selection appropriate for the present system? The population divergence methods implemented in FDIST2 have been widely used in several reports ([@MCM151C15]; [@MCM151C52]; [@MCM151C8]; [@MCM151C23]; [@MCM151C35]; [@MCM151C45]) and have been shown to be quite robust by simulations among various demographic scenarios ([@MCM151C4]). However, as also indicated by [@MCM151C49], the risk of detecting false positives can be large because bottlenecks can produce effects similar to selection. Indeed, domestication induced a strong bottleneck in the domesticated gene pool ([@MCM151C18]) of common bean ([@MCM151C20]; [@MCM151C48]). For this reason, a stringent approach to the detection of putatively neutral *F*~ST~ was adopted by eliminating only the markers significantly departing from neutral expectation at *P* \< 0·01 at every iterative process implemented in FDIST2. Moreover, as has been suggested ([@MCM151C49]), additional evidence that the outliers detected were indeed loci that may have been affected by selection was sought. The results were validated by comparing the map location of the outlier AFLPs with the map location of the major QTLs and genes that affect the traits of the domestication syndrome ([@MCM151C28]). Indeed, the frequency of markers putatively under selection PS~0·01~ was significantly higher for loci linked to genes and QTLs involved in the domestication process, compared with the other parts of the genome, and PS~0·01~ showed a significantly smaller distance from domestication QTLs compared with PN. Moreover, the PS~0·01~ markers that were classified as not involved in the domestication process were actually all located in areas of the genome where additional QTLs related to domestication were most recently identified (number of pods and seeds per plant, seed weight, yield and days to flowering) ([@MCM151C7]). Even if a similar trend was seen for PS~0·05~, the test for association between PS~0·05~ and domestication loci was not found to be statistically significant. These results, and the fact that all but one of the D outliers were seen to be PS~0·01~, suggest that a threshold of *P* \< 0·01 would be more appropriate to avoid the detection of false positives, at least in the present case.

Additional indirect evidence can be obtained from the phylogenetic analysis. Indeed, this analysis for both the individual genotypes and the bulks showed that using the PN markers, the wild and domesticated genotypes from the Chiapas group fell into a single clade, compared with the genotypes from the other wild and domesticated genotypes from other Mexican states. However, when PS~0·01~ (or PS~0·05~) markers were used, the domesticated genotypes separated with high bootstrap support from all of the wild genotypes regardless of their geographic origins. As was seen in the common bean by [@MCM151C43] and [@MCM151C44], for nearly neutral loci unlinked to selected genes, introgression can occur because it is not counteracted by the effects of selection. Indeed, if the selected loci were not being tagged, no such differences in reconstructing the phylogeny for the PS and PN markers would have been observed. From this perspective, it is of particular interest to see that for putatively neutral loci, wild and domesticated tend to group together in agreement with their geographical origin. Indeed, this result is what would be expected for putative neutral loci if gene flow is acting in such populations. Overall, it can be considered that the present approach is robust and conservative in the detection of the effects of selection particularly when a 1 % significance threshold is applied.

Size of the genome under the effect of selection {#s4b}
------------------------------------------------

The main finding of this study is that a large fraction of the genome of the common bean appears to be under the effect of selection during domestication. Using an *F*~ST~ approach, it has been shown that assuming a random distribution of the markers analysed, at least 16 % (*P* \< 0·01) of the genome (approx. 100 Mbp) appears to have been affected by the domestication process. Based on the discussion above, the results appear to be more an underestimation rather than an overestimation of the effects of selection. However, it has been taken into account that the AFLP markers are probably not evenly distributed within the genome. This may constitute a bias in the estimation.

The size of the genome affected by selection (16--18 %) appears to be very large. This is likely due to the combined action of selection and recombination at neutral loci, including hitchhiking ([@MCM151C33]; [@MCM151C26]) and background selection ([@MCM151C13]), rather than direct selection at target loci. In rice, Lu *et al.* (2006) recently hypothesized a strong effect of hitchhiking by comparing the complete genome sequence of two domesticated subspecies. On the other hand, the studies that have been conducted in maize using simple sequence repeats (SSRs) mainly derived from genes ([@MCM151C53], [@MCM151C54]) or SNPs on gene fragments ([@MCM151C58]; [@MCM151C59]) have shown that from 2 to 5 % of the genes of maize appear to be subject to the effects of selection during domestication and subsequent plant breeding. One possible explanation for these differences could be related to the divergent reproductive systems, which affect the effective recombination rate in autogamous vs. allogamous species. The higher the effective recombination rate (without considering the effects of population structure and epistatic selection), the lower the decay of linkage disequilibrium (LD) over time, and thus the effects of selection at neutral linked loci (i.e. hitchhiking) may extend over large genomic intervals when the effective recombination rate is small. In maize, LD decays within a few kilobases ([@MCM151C46]; [@MCM151C51]; [@MCM151C42]). In rice, a predominantly self-pollinated species, the size of the selective sweep around the *waxy* locus, a gene selected during domestication, is around 250 kb ([@MCM151C41]), and a similarly slow decay has been observed in the selfer *Arabidopsis* ([@MCM151C40]), even if in some autogamous species such as barley the decay of LD is much faster ([@MCM151C31]; [@MCM151C37]; [@MCM151C11]).

However, these strong differences could also originate from or be enhanced by an underestimation of the effects of domestication in maize, as was suggested by [@MCM151C58] due to the lack of polymorphism of gene fragments used in their analysis. Alternatively, many loci under the effects of selection are not located in the transcribed portion of the genes. Similarly, these differences could arise because the effects of selection have been overestimated in relation to the possible non-uniform distribution of the markers in the common bean genome, as they could be located in part in areas of reduced recombination, where the effects of hitchhiking would be enhanced.

These results have implications for the use of wild germplasm for plant breeding in the common bean, and probably in other autogamous species as well. According to the estimations of the fraction of the genome that will be subject to the effects of selection, the domestication process appears to have affected not only target genes, but also a large portion of the genome around these genes. The regions of the genome surrounding the major domestication genes appear to be particularly interesting to tag the introgression from wild relatives into modern cultivars. Because of the combined actions of selection and recombination, these 'domestication islands' have probably experienced a higher level of isolation between the wild and the domesticated forms in comparison with the rest of the genome. Indeed, farmers and breeders selecting for domesticated alleles have probably also selected against many other tightly linked genes. As shown recently in *P. vulgaris* ([@MCM151C44]), the domestication regions of the genome appear to harbour much higher levels of genetic variation in the wild populations, in comparison with the domesticated populations. Hence, tagging the domestication loci would be useful in two ways: the identification of markers that are tightly linked to undesirable genes (e.g. shattering); and the possibility to tag the surrounding chromosomal regions that would be most likely to harbour the highest and historically less exploited diversity of the wild germplasm.

Diversity {#s4c}
---------

[@MCM151C44] showed a higher loss of diversity and divergence between wild and domesticated populations at loci involved in the process of domestication. Here, this result is confirmed by the reverse approach, which consists of identifying markers showing the signature of selection and then comparing those with putatively neutral markers. In contrast to [@MCM151C44], some differences in the pattern of genetic diversity are seen across markers within wild and domesticated populations. In particular, a decrease in diversity for both wild and domesticated forms from PN to PS loci is seen, while [@MCM151C44] showed an increase in diversity from UN to D loci in the wild and the absence of any significant difference among UN and D markers in the domesticated gene pool. This discrepancy could be due to the fact that loci closer to the target genes are indeed being tagged, compared with [@MCM151C44]. The lower diversity observed in the wild and domesticated populations for PS markers suggests the occurrence of hitchhiking or background selection at these loci. However, these differences are probably due to the different aims and thus sampling methods of genotypes between the two studies.

QTL detection and BPA screening method {#s4d}
--------------------------------------

The present results indicate that the use of population genomics is very useful to detect QTLs for adaptive variants which cannot be observed using conventional QTL mapping, because of a lack of polymorphism in the segregating populations or because the adaptive trait does not show an obvious phenotype. An efficient strategy to scan the genome for adaptive variants using pooled DNA has been shown here; a large number of markers could be efficiently pre-screened that could also be used to develop PCR-based markers, for use after validation in marker-assisted plant breeding. This approach, which resembles BSA and could be referred to as bulk population analysis (BPA), is relatively inexpensive and appears particularly suitable for species where limited genomic information is available from public databases, as compared with other crops.
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